A High Achiever By Any Standard

By Lota Mitchell, Associate Editor

Penny Townsend is one proud mom! In October 2006 she accompanied daughter Beth, 31, to San Diego where Beth received the Arc US Bill Sackter Award. This national award recognizes an outstanding individual with cognitive, intellectual or developmental disabilities who is an achieving member of society.

A resident of Albemarle, North Carolina, who wasn’t diagnosed with PWS until she was 8 years old, Beth had first won the local Arc of Stanly County award and then was nominated for the national one. To accept the award, Beth had to give a speech in front of several hundred people. She and Penny worked on writing it together, and Beth practiced hard in preparation.

Beth has owned and operated a business called Celebration Gallery since 2003, which sells such items as figurines, pocketbooks which look like high-end purses and sell like hotcakes, jewelry, and designer replica sunglasses. The sunglasses she also places in a couple of local tanning salons in a middle-man capacity.

When she first began working at The Arc of Stanly County workshop, she was bored. She tried other jobs, like working in a veterinarian’s office, a greenhouse and a childcare center. Finally she identified what she really liked — shopping, making things, and being with people. Starting out at first making personalized gift baskets, she moved into selling small retail items. Then she began making crafts and buying items wholesale, then going out into the community to sell them. Beth had found her real love! So now she is busy buying wholesale and selling retail. She does most of her own bookkeeping under supervision of her staff person, Cherie Efird, and figures up her own taxes on her sales. She uses a portion of a large Arc workshop for her shop, where people can come in and shop or can call for what they want. A nice profit was made over Valentine’s Day selling stuffed bears and balloons, plus delivery fees.

In addition to her shop, Beth has purchased a big tent for open-air market events and displays her wares at local fairs and parades. She still creates made-to-order gift baskets for holidays and special occasions, designed to please both her customers’ purses and preferences. Besides running and managing her own business, she also serves on several clubs and committees, making her an integral and well-known part of her community.

Beth continued on page 12
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Update on Three New PWSA (USA) Research Grants

Abstracted By Jamie Bassel, D.C., PWSA (USA) Research Committee

Effect of Rimonabant, a new anti-obesity medication, on appetite, feeding behavior, body weight, and composition of Patients with PWS

Roya Motagheldi and Moris Angulo*

Rimonabant (acompil) works by blocking the CB-1 receptors that manages food intake. The receptors are in the brain, but also throughout the body, particularly in fat cells. Among other things, they account for the abrupt increase in appetite experienced by people who smoke marijuana.

Doctors claim that this system of receptors is disrupted by chronic overeating. The drug re-establishes the balance in the system, repressing appetite.

Acomplia's unique of approach attacks the receptor in the brain that makes people hungry when they smoke marijuana. This protein receptor is referred to as the cannabinoid receptor found on the surface of brain cells.

Researchers in Europe have demonstrated that obese patients treated for 1 year on the dose of 20 mg per day lost an average of 19 pounds and 3.5 inches of waistline, while 39% lost more than 1/10th of body weight. The drug also elevated levels of “good” HDL blood cholesterol by 27%.

This medication is undergoing FDA investigation and has not yet been approved for use in the U.S. Researchers will be examining its use with individuals with PWS to determine its effects on weight loss, ghrelin and leptin levels. The study will also examine Rimonabant's effect on appetite and feeding behavior in individuals with PWS.

Expression of 4 genes between chromosome 15 breakpoints BP1 and BP2 in subjects with PWS and impact on cognitive and behavioral measures

Douglas C. Bittel, Jennifer Zarcone and Merlin G. Butler**

There are two distinct typical chromosome 15q deletion subtypes (type I and type II) in PWS. The larger type I (TI) typical deletion includes breakpoints BP1 and BP3 while the smaller type II (TII) typical deletion includes breakpoints BP2 and BP3. The effects of the two distinct deletion subtypes on clinical presentation are under investigation.

Four genes have been recognized between BP1 and BP2 and include NIPA1, NIPA2, CYFIP1, and GCP5. It has been reported that these deleted genes may impact on cognition, behavior, and visual integration, with poorer scores reported in those PWS individuals having the larger TI deletion. Specifically, the most striking observation is the significant correlation of NIPA2 gene expression with adaptive behavior, academic achievement, and visual motor integration scores along with obsessive compulsive behaviors in PWS.

The purpose of this study is to better comprehend the importance of the four genes located between breakpoints BP1 and BP2 through gene expression studies and to better quantify the differences between the genetic subtypes. A greater exploration into the contribution of these genes and their effect on cognition, behavior and neurological function along with the genetic subtypes of PWS will aid in a better understanding of the pathophysiology in PWS leading to treatment modalities.

Gonadal Function in Infants, Adolescents and Young Adults with PWS

Harry J. Hirsch and Varada Gross-Tsur, The Multidisciplinary Clinic for Patients with Prader-Willi Syndrome, Neuropediatric Unit, Shaare Zedek Medical Center, Jerusalem, Israel

Hypogonadism is considered to be a consistent finding in all individuals with Prader-Willi syndrome. Nearly all male infants with PWS have micropenis and/or undescended testes). Pubertal development is both sexes is usually delayed and incomplete. Although girls often have significant breast development, spontaneous menstrual periods are uncommon. Pregnancy has been reported in a few women with PWS, but there are no reports of fertility in men. Hypogonadism results not only in immature appearance and behavior, but increases the risk of osteoporosis.

Recent studies have challenged the concept that hypogonadism results only from a central hypothalamic-pituitary gland defect. Longitudinal studies in a small number of male infants with PWS suggested that they may have a primary testicular defect with normal pituitary gland responses.

In the Israel patient population, observations are that reproductive hormone levels are variable, and some people have sex hormone levels within the normal range for age. In addition, some adolescent and young-adult PWS patients are interested in dating and other age-appropriate sexual activities. These observations suggest that the degree and expression of hypogonadism in PWS is more variable and less consistent than has been previously reported.

Researchers plan to measure pituitary gonadotropins and gonadal hormones across the age spectrum. They will interview older adolescents and adult patients regarding sexual interests and behavior. The findings should help determine relative contributions of gonadal vs. central (hypo-thalamic-pituitary) dysfunction in explaining hypogonadism in PWS. Assessment of sexual interests and behavior will provide information regarding normative behavior which will be important for families and supportive living caretakers.

*Moris Angulo, M.D., Winthrop University Hospital, Mineola, New York, is a member of the PWSA (USA) Clinical Advisory Board.

**Merlin G. Butler, M.D., Ph.D., Children's Mercy Hospital, Kansas City, Missouri, chairs the PWSA (USA) Scientific Advisory Board.

CLARIFICATION

In our Jan-Feb 2007 issue we reported on Alex Ashe’s successful weight loss at The Children's Institute. However, the article should have noted that Alex entered weighing 233 lbs. and left 8 weeks later weighing 197.7 lbs. He continues losing weight and is now 133 lbs.
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Now Available:
After Hours Medical Crises Support

Janalee Heinemann

Thanks to Colleen’s Angels, we now have an after-hours support person available when the PWSA (USA) office is closed. This person, Prentice Lantzer, will be able to e-mail or fax needed information to emergency rooms and hospitals. In extreme emergencies, she may be able to provide a physician-to-physician consult.

This service is a pilot project that will be for medical emergencies and deaths only. The number is 941-993-7638. This number will also be available on the office voice mail. The decision to continue this program beyond a year will depend on funding and an evaluation of the need.

I have dreamed about having this service for some time since I cover most of the medical crises, but it is thanks to Bill and Connie Devitt and their Irish American community that this dream has come true. They organized a fundraiser in memory of Connie’s sister Colleen Doherty. Colleen had PWS and died at age 39 from a bowel obstruction two years ago during the holidays. Their hope is that Colleen’s memory lives on through the support that will be provided for others.

We have already received the following positive feedback:

- “I think this is an incredible resource. We seem to never have any emergencies during the day of course and in these situations we are always faced with dealing with a Dr. and staff that knows nothing about PWS or our child. (Like the ER Dr. that told us Ethan’s chest X-ray looked “fluffy” and wanted to send us home?) It’s wonderful to have some support available when we need it most!”

- “WOW Great! I’ve been to the ER with Luke about seven times or more with sometimes nothing — thank God — but other times seizures from surgery. This is such a needed service. Thanks so much.”

- “This a wonderful service and is so needed. I would love to thank Colleen’s family. Thanks for all you do for us also.”

- “Thank you so much for this pilot program starting. We all never know when an emergency will arise. Believe me, I have already had to call poison control and 911...and he’s only 3 years old. Thanks again for all you do for us.”

We PWSA (USA) staff, officers and board members have the most intimate knowledge of the needs of our children and their support people, but it is thanks to volunteer fundraisers like Colleen’s Angels that we can put the vision and resources together to make the impossible possible. As Margaret Mead once said: “Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed citizens can change the world; indeed, it is the only thing that ever has.”

Together we are changing the world of Prader-Willi syndrome. Colleen made a difference in her life — and she continues to make a difference even after her death. I know she is smiling down on us and looking over all of our children.

More About Colleen’s Angels

Bill and Connie Devitt and their Irish American Community organized Colleen’s Angels for PWS in memory of Connie’s sister Colleen Doherty.

Their cocktails, dance and silent auction raised $20,780 for the crisis hotline and research, plus funds for the Prader Willi Association of Wisconsin. (Wisconsin is where Colleen lived.)

Their hope is that Colleen’s memory lives on through the support that will be provided for others.

“What stood out for us more than anything...” Bill wrote, “now there are at least 500 more people that are aware of Prader Willi.” He was pleased to meet other PWS families and impressed by the amount of support the fundraising effort received, including the Irish American community and his personal physician, who wants to learn more about PWS. “We never could have gotten the results we did without the help of so many friends.... My mother wanted me to know that it is much better to give than receive,” Bill added, “and I can’t tell you how wonderful I feel knowing that.”
Participants Needed for Two Surveys of People with Developmental Disabilities

The George Jervis Clinic at the New York State Institute for Basic Research in Developmental Disabilities on Staten Island, New York, is conducting two surveys for people with developmental disabilities. Paul Patti, M.A. Research Scientist and Maureen Gavin, RN, C/ CDDN are principal investigators for this project.

The Gastrointestinal Symptoms Survey is designed to determine the presence or absence of common gastrointestinal (GI) symptoms in children and adults with developmental disabilities. GI complaints are especially common among people with PWS and Down syndrome but also occur with other disabilities. Symptoms or complaints can occur at any age, and range from mild to severe. Specific symptoms can affect digestion and the absorption of vital nutrients. The survey may help identify unrecognized GI problems to be evaluated by a health professional.

The Self-Talk Survey will study the prevalence and style of "self-talk," which is important in developing higher-level thinking and self-direction. By age 7, most children develop an internal dialogue when working out problems or challenging tasks. This may be different for people with developmental disabilities. Talking out loud may allow them to work out difficult situations, express feelings, and entertain themselves.

Although self-talk is reported as common in Down syndrome, no studies have looked at self-talk in children or adults with PWS or other developmental

Henoch Appointed PWSA Parent Delegate to IPWSO

PWSA (USA) is pleased to announce Susan Henoch as parent delegate to IPWSO, the International Prader-Willi Syndrome Organization. She and husband Jay Coggeshall are parents of Sophie, a 19-year-old young woman with PWS.

Susan brings extensive experience with educational and administrative issues as well as a long-term involvement with national and international outreach and support. She is excited to assume her duties and responsibilities on behalf of PWSA (USA) and we are proud to be so well represented.

New Column To Begin: Ask The Advisory Board

In our ongoing effort to provide support for children and adults with PWS, we will begin a column where readers can ask advice from our PWS Advisory Board members. Pictured above L-R (back row): Andy Maurer, Abbott Philson, Conor Heybach; (front row): Shawn Cooper, Brooke Fuller, Kate Kane. Not pictured is Margaret Miller.

If you are a person with PWS or you have a child with PWS, you are invited to send your questions to:
Prader-Willi Syndrome Advisory Board
c/o PWSA (USA)
5700 Midnight Pass Road
Sarasota, FL 34242

If you cannot submit your question by writing, call and tell us your question at 1-800-926-4797 during working days (Mon.-Fri. between 9:00 a.m. and 7:00 p.m. Eastern time). We will keep your name confidential.

PWSA(USA) gratefully acknowledges the production, printing and mailing of our newsletter is made possible by a generous grant from Pfizer
Imagine Life Without PWSA (USA)

Carolyn Loker

I can’t even begin to imagine what Anna’s “world” and my family’s life would be like without PWSA (USA). Reflecting back to the year of her diagnosis in 1996, when she was 18 months old, we were devastated, shocked and in disbelief that our precious little angel would have to endure the vast array of possible complications involved with this disorder. After extensive reading, I saw no positives, no light at the end of a dark tunnel.

I needed someone to say “It’s really going to be okay, we have parent mentors who will help you through this process. And by the way, there is growth hormone and don’t forget to check thyroid levels. Oh, and if you have any questions about medical issues, just call the PWSA (USA) office, we can find out the answer for you because we have PWS expert doctors who will help.”

And I needed someone to tell me “If you have a medical crisis, make sure you call the PWSA (USA) office and if the office is closed, you can still call because we have an after-hours medical crisis line, and if you have any other kind of crisis, we have excellent crisis counselors who can assist you.”

Instead, all I could do was cry and imagine a life without hope for our precious daughter until we found out that PWSA (USA) existed. It was a very small organization at that time, housing a part-time secretary and an executive director. I called and the nice lady told me to call my chapter and maybe they could help. Then I was put in touch with another family, hoping that I would hear “It’s really going to be okay.” Instead I heard the voice on the other end of the phone saying “I’m sorry.”

Five months later we mustered up the courage to go to our first national conference. A little glimmer of hope began to surface and I didn’t feel so all alone. A few weeks later I decided that I could either try to help change things by being involved with PWSA (USA) or live with my head in the sand. Fortunately, I decided to become active in PWSA (USA) and it changed my life.

My dream was to support other parents so they would hear more than just “I’m sorry.” This is how the parent mentoring program was initiated seven years ago. I joined a support group and sometimes I would cry about how my life had changed. My dream was to support other parents so they would hear more than just “I’m sorry.”

My dream was to support other parents so they would hear more than just “I’m sorry.”

May is PWS Awareness Month 2007

May is PWS Awareness Month, a public education initiative first launched by PWSA (USA) in 1993. We’re pleased to report that last year’s PWS Awareness Month Spokesman Clint Hurdle has agreed to be spokesman for 2007 as well.

Help Clint raise awareness by activating a chain reaction of PWS knowledge in your community and elsewhere! Plan a fundraiser, contact media and political representatives and conduct PWS education trainings at your child’s school or with his/her health care team to enlighten others about PWS. The possibilities are endless with your imagination and effort.

Visit the awareness section of the PWSA (USA) website, www.pwsausa.org, for ideas and tools you can use to make a difference.

If you’re planning a fundraiser, please remember to register it to be posted on the PWSA (USA) website at www.pwsausa.org/fundraising/activityform.htm.

Call the PWSA (USA) office at 800-926-4797 or 941-312-0400 to let us know about your undertaking and be prepared to reach your own state of awareness when you realize the satisfaction of making the world a better place for our loved ones who have PWS.

— Jodi O’Sullivan, Community Development Director
Locks and Alarms: 
Food Security for Those With PWS

Prepared by Barb Dorn, R.N., B.S.N., Crisis Intervention Counselor, PWSA (USA)

To keep a child or adult with PWS safe and secure, parents and care givers must use locks and/or alarms to prevent him/her from accessing food. Although this may seem cruel, it is life saving. Locks and alarms are safety measures. They improve the quality of life for those with PWS as well as those who support them. Locks and/or alarms can:

• Prevent binge eating, which could result in death.
• Prevent extraordinary weight gain which results in morbid obesity and many medical complications.
• Prevent anxiety and guilt over being able to seek out and eat food they know they should not have.
• Allow those who support them to sleep and do other activities that may distract them from the need for constant surveillance of food sources.

How Will We Know When It Is Time To Apply Locks?
There is no specific age or pre-determined time that locks are applied. Some may need to apply them when the child is very young; others may not need to do this until the person is older. Indications that the time is near or now include:

• You see an increased preoccupation with food with more observable food-seeking behavior.
• You may also see an unexplainable weight gain.
• You discover that food is missing.
• The person with PWS may tell you that she/he is taking food.

Once locks are applied, many with PWS report feeling “safer” because the burden of temptation and guilt is removed. Locks are often more difficult for parents and family members than for the person with PWS.

Initially if the younger child has fine-motor weaknesses, child-safety locks may be enough. Once the weaknesses become less, you will need to apply stronger, more secure locks.

Often parents report that they “just knew” it was time.

Keep Food Out of Sight
Keeping food out of sight is a common, courteous practice that most parents and care givers do – no matter what degree of intensity exists in the person’s food drive. Having food out of sight may provide less temptation, thus preventing the person from experiencing anxiety, guilt and failure. When people leave food out, the person with PWS is less able to focus on other activities; she/he is being set up for failure. Any steps that can help with this challenge must be taken.

Which Way is Best?
When it becomes time to apply locks and/or alarms, there are many methods to secure food. For example, some families have locked up kitchen cabinets, some have built pantries into broom closets, many have padlocked refrigerators (twin padlocks with the same combination can be found, thus avoiding having to learn more than one combination).

There is no one right way — any way that helps the person with PWS to be safe and prevents food access is the best and correct one.

Resources
To view this article in full with detailed pictures and information on locks and alarms, visit our web site, www.pwsausa.org, then go to Publications-Members Only-Locks and Alarms, or go to Educators-Locks and Alarms.

Where To Locate Locks and Alarms

• Local hardware stores.
• Radio Shack
• Stores that sell child safety products – Toys R Us, Babies R Us

Brands or Product Names
• First Alert
• Safety 1st
• Kidco

Web Sites
• www.radioshack.com
door alarms and chimes, portable motion detectors alarm/chime
• www.safetyandsecuritycenter.com
Door and window alarms, door knob alarms
• www.alzstore.com
(Alzheimer’s Online Store)
- Invisible cabinet locks – magnetic locks (additional keys)
- child-proof refrigerator latch (good for the less aggressive)
- door and window alarm
- seat belt alarm
• www.babyuniverse.com
Tot locks – magnetic locks (additional keys), door alarms

Other web sites may also offer these products. This is just a sample of sites that parents have shared.
**Show & Tell**

**View From the Home Front**

**Kendra Goes Out Dancing**

Here is a picture of my daughter, Kendra, age 17, taken on New Year’s Eve at the gala she attends every year. She hands out roses at this event. And gets to dance after!

She does not live at home. She lives in a center for children. It is not PWS home only. I take what I learn and give back to the doctor, nurses, and all involved and we discuss and come up with her plan.

She has an excellent behavior management specialist there as well. Her plan is very, very specific.

I have seen major changes in Kendra this past year. Still bumps, but not as rough. She is very active. She has a buddy that volunteered to take her to Curves 2x/week. She is involved in Special Olympics, and ran this year for the first time. She is in scouts. Attends confirmation. She also has a job coach and works at the Humane Society and the nursing home. She loves her jobs, and the money she gets!

Peggy Sorge, Walcott, North Dakota

---

**Love Is All You Need**

This morning when she woke up, I took my 4-year old daughter Emily (PWS UPD) to the potty. This is the conversation that we had.

"You know what?" she asked.

"What?", I answered.

With a big smile, she said, "I love you!"

I answered "Thank you Emily, you know what?"

"What?" she replied.

"I love you too!" I said.

Then with wisdom way beyond her years, she smiled as she said to me, "Then that’s all we need to do."

I reached out and hugged my little girl to me, and said, "You’re right, honey, that’s all we need to do." I promise, Emily, I will never forget this moment and your very true words.

_Beverly Folmer, Hockessin, Delaware_

---

**What I Learned at Conference**

This was my first year attending the annual conference (2006). After this year, I hope to be going every year!

I think I learned more about PWS and the different effects it has in our kids in the two days I was in New York than the last two years my daughter has been alive.

The information that I learned I couldn’t get anywhere else and I did learn a lot.

The other great thing was meeting different parents and kids and not having to have our conversations revolve solely around explaining PWS and how MacKenzie is doing. The people I met already knew that; therefore we could talk about other things and get to know each other, not having to get to know PWS again.... I felt I was with people that were like me, who love their children unconditionally and needed to know more about their abilities/disabilities but didn’t want to have to sit there and explain everything they learned to someone who doesn’t understand....

I felt so comfortable that I didn’t want the conference to end. I would recommend anyone that is able to go to [2007] to go — you won’t be disappointed.

_Cory Hacker, mom to MacKenzie, age 2 w/PWS_

_Neenah, Wisconsin_

---
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A Caring Gift From a Special Young Man

Alec Jones, age 13 from Elyria, Ohio (shown at left), was diagnosed with PWS shortly after he was born. About a year ago he received for his birthday a beautiful bright red Kent X-Power bike.

He and his dad worked hard to get Alec up and riding on the bike. They tried training wheels, changed the seat, but it just didn’t work. Recently, after still no success, he had become too big for it, with his knees almost hitting the handlebars. His dad realized Alec wasn’t going to be able to use the bike and asked him what he wanted to do with it.

Alec knew exactly what he wanted to do. He wanted to donate it to their newspaper’s toy collection for kids that don’t have any. His dad had bought it for him, hoping he would be able to ride it, but in the end he was happy — and no doubt proud — with his son’s decision.

Bracelets Benefit PWS

Nicole Burns, who has PWS, has a web site where she is selling bracelets www.jewelrybyNIKKI.com. She educates people about the syndrome on this site and will donate part of the proceeds to PWSA (USA).

Joshua Wants A Pen Pal

My son Joshua is 13 years old and was diagnosed with PWS at the age of 4. He had always gained weight and struggled to lose it. This school year he got involved in athletics, assisting the coaches at the Junior High in Dumas, Texas. He is Football Manager and loves it! He also plays the bass clarinet in the marching band.

In the two months after school started, he has stayed busy and active — and lost 22 pounds! We are so excited for him and so is his endocrinologist. I informed the teachers and school personnel of Joshua’s GREAT job, and they, too, were very excited.

My Joshua would love to attend the conference in Dallas in 2007. He really wants to meet other kids who have the same syndrome as he. He would really like a Pen Pal, too.

— Josephine Valdez, Cactus, Texas

Ed.Note: If you would like to correspond with Joshua, please contact the PWSA (USA) national office.

Aloha from Corbin Soo

The results are in. In the 5K run, Daddy and I placed 60th out of 4,464 finishers and 6th out of 177 in Daddy’s 40-44 old man division. The event raised over the $120,000 goal for Oahu schools’ use in physical education. Daddy’s and my contribution will be going to Queen Liliuokalani Elementary where I attend preschool.

Overall, it was a fun morning in Waikiki, just slightly warm and humid for ideal race conditions, so I just napped in my cozy stroller through the race — no problem. Later, I enjoyed my water and my favorite, bananas, for refreshments. Whew! What an exciting and fun event of physical activity.

Now I think it’s time for me to take another nap. Corbin is 3½ and lives in Honolulu, Hawaii with mom and dad.

We Made Her Day

Shortly after a letter went out to all grandparents, a $100 donation arrived at PWSA(USA) along with the following note from a grandmother: “Enclosed is a donation for PWSA. Also a big thank you for my grandparent’s card; you made my day!”
Make Your Way to the 29th Annual PWSA (USA) Conference This Summer

Our annual national PWSA (USA) conference is fast-approaching and we’re expecting a great turnout! The conference is being held in Dallas, Texas at The Hotel InterContinental Dallas.

The Conference includes a Scientific, Provider and Chapter President/Affiliate Day on August 1 followed by the General Conference on August 2 and 3. The annual Gala Banquet will be held on Thursday evening, August 2.

The two-day General Conference is a parent/caregiver-oriented program that brings together parents, caregivers, world-renowned scientists, clinicians and professionals in the field of PW. General Conference includes several sessions of interest to all attendees, as well as breakout sessions organized into topics specifically geared toward the issues and achievements of Adult, Youth (school age) and Children from age 0–5. Look to the next Gathered View for more details on the track topics.

The conference also includes a structured care program for people with Prader-Willi syndrome. We divide the programming into a YIP (Youth and Infant Program) for ages 0–5 and a YAP (Youth and Adult Program) for ages 6 and up. All programming is age appropriate and directed and supervised by trained volunteers and staff. An exciting and self-esteem-enhancing program is being planned for YAP.

Conference registration will be available April 1 on the PWSA (USA) website. PWSA (USA) has secured a block of rooms at the Hotel InterContinental at the discounted rate of $119 a night for up to four in a room. Hotel reservations can be made at any time through Globetrotter Travel by phone at 800-322-7032 (Ext. 2), e-mail pwsa-usa@globetrottermgmt.com, or online at www.globetrottermgmt.com/pwsa-usa.

Don’t miss the opportunity to meet new friends, renew old friendships and learn the latest in nutrition, clinical care, research, and therapies. It’s an event that the whole family will remember for a very long time.

To learn the latest about conference presenters and invited speakers, go to the conference website at www.pwsausa.org/conf

Beth - continued from page 1

Beth lives in a group home in Albemarle. Her mother Penny had spent seven years struggling with government agencies and Arc to get a designated Prader-Willi group home with the modifications needed. Since then, a second house has opened. The house plans now call for locks on pantries, kitchens and even trash cans, all necessary safety precautions for persons with PWS.

At one time Penny was a member of the Board of Directors of PWSA (USA) and president of the North Carolina chapter. Both of these positions she had to give up when she was diagnosed with fibromyalgia. She currently serves on the Board of Directors of The Arc of Stanly County. She notes with pleasure that she and Beth really enjoyed each other on the trip to San Diego and had a wonderful time. The past two or three years have brought a maturing to Beth that Penny sees and appreciates.

“Everyone should have as much independence as possible,” says Beth. “I love being involved with the people in my hometown and have tons of friends. Most of all, I want to represent people with disabilities and show that we, too, have hopes, dreams and abilities.”

Grandparent Book Now Available

The Grandparent Book, revised in 2007 by Barb McManus and Michelle Leightman, is a booklet by grandparents who’ve “been there” for grandparents who’ve learned that their beloved grandchild has PWS. Reading it will lead grandparents to better understand how to get help, offer help and be supportive.

Thanks to a grant from the Gerald J. & Dorothy R. Friedman New York Foundation, we are able to provide this booklet to grandparents free of charge. Please e-mail us at reception@pwsausa.org or call us at 1-800-926-4797.
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Fundraising From the Home Front

Raising Funds and Awareness for PWS

By Jodi O’Sullivan, Director of Community Development and Jane Phelan, Editor

Clunk, clunk, clunk, clunk, woooo! “That’s how my son Shane described the sound of bunco,” writes Kate Loper, grandparent to Logan, 6½, who has PWS. “The only sound in the room of 52 players is the roll of 39 dice until somebody gets a baby bunco (Woooh! Then a genuine cow bell sounds when the head table gets a bunco.” Do they know how to have fun in Washington or what?

The Bunco Tournament and Wine Tasting with Silent Auction, Raffles and Drawings netted $5,072 for PWSA (USA) last October. Kate’s son Shane dressed up in a tuxedo to MC and entertain guests at this event, which clearly had something for everyone to enjoy, while Logan “worked the crowd.” Kate and crew will do a repeat this year. “I take credit for carefully selecting my team,” Kate reported.

Keep on dancin’! The 3rd annual Jack Martin Bevacqua Dinner-Dance netted more than $20,400 to benefit research, PWSA (USA) and an educational seminar for the PWSA New Jersey chapter.

“Wow, this gets easier and better every year,” writes Chris Bevacqua, aunt to Jack, 4, who has PWS. The event at the Port Monmouth, New Jersey VFW includes music, buffet and silent auction, and is run by family and friends.

“It was the biggest crowd and most successful silent auction yet. My sister-in-law Christie (Jack’s mom) spoke about PWS and Jack’s progress over the year as she usually does. She got very emotional... because last year Jack wasn’t walking at this event and this year he was dancing. Everyone noticed and was so happy!” Chris reports.

“We began the first year raising $12,000 and the second $15,000 and now $20,000. It is some work but worth it in the end. Not just for the money we raise but for the fun everyone has. Every time a merchant whom I solicit to looks at me crazy when I say it is for Prader-Willi syndrome I know I am able to educate one more person.”

Sybil Cohen, president of the PWSA New Jersey Chapter, created an appeal letter called Rose’s Garden. Named for her daughter Rose, 12, with PWS, the letter to family, friends and co-workers netted more than $2,000 for research and awareness. “PWSA has been a life line for so many families... This support is vital for so many families and I wanted to be able to help support these programs,” Sybil reports.

Hers was a very easy and inexpensive undertaking that took a few hours to write the letter, make photocopies, address and stuff the envelopes and add postage, says Sybil. “The outcome was well worth the effort! I encourage anyone who has thought about doing a fundraiser for PWSA to consider doing a simple mailing of their own.

Ryan O’Sullivan of Ohio [husband of Jodi] ran his fourth annual marathon in honor of his niece Josilyn Levine, 4, of Florida, who has PWS. This time he netted $7,268 for PWSA (USA) at the New York City Marathon. Ryan says he’s touched by the encouragement and support received from friends and family, plus “a woman associated with PWS that I do not even know made a very generous donation just because she thought it was a great cause.” Ryan also received a generous donation from his company. “You never know who is going to give so it never hurts to try.”

Kelly Devlin and her fiance ran the Philadelphia Half Marathon in honor of Kelly’s niece Avery Waldrop, 1, of Virginia, who has PWS, and netted $5,986 for PWSA (USA). They more than met their goal to increase PWS awareness and raise funds to develop effective treatments for those impacted by PWS!

I am one, but still I am one. I cannot do everything, but still I can do something. And because I cannot do everything, I will not refuse to do that something I can.

-Edward Everett Hale

Bobbi Martello of Cocoa Beach, Florida, aunt of Madison Hurdle, 4, of Colorado, with PWS, netted $4,704 for PWSA (USA) from her 2nd Annual Madison Hurdle Softball Tournament held in December 2006. Baseball runs in the family: Madison’s dad Clint Hurdle, PWSA (USA)’s PWS Awareness Month spokesman for 2006 and 2007, manages the Colorado Rockies baseball team.

“When Madison was born and diagnosed with PWS, I had no idea what that was and felt helpless. I think my inspiration comes from not wanting other people to feel the way I did, so raising money for education can help in that fight,” Bobbi writes. “Can’t wait till next year!” Doesn’t she sound like a ball player?

Can’t run? Walking is good, too. With PWSA of Ohio, Jennifer and Brad Bolander organized Sophie’s Walk in honor of their daughter, age 3, who has PWS. Also planning the event were Steve Fetsko, president, PWSA of Ohio and Jack Shiley, treasurer, and Jim Bolander, grandpa to Sophie and member of the Olmsted Falls Kiwanis which provided event assistance. Altogether the event netted $4,500 to benefit both the Ohio chapter and PWSA (USA). Included were clowns, music, crafts, games, door prize drawings and special T-shirts to order. “I am really glad I did this,” writes Jennifer. “Both the funds raised and the amount of awareness built up are very exciting, and boost my belief that fund-raising is important, it definitely makes a difference, it is building a positive future for Sophie and for all the children and adults out there who live with PWS every day.”

If you’d like to join the fun in 2007, contact the chapter at www.pwsaohio.org.

Does your employer support your donations with a matching funds program? If so, please call us at 1-800-926-4797
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We Remember...

Every person has something special to offer this world — and we, along with their families, want to share who they were and what they meant to the people who loved them.

Joseph Allan Polege

Joseph (Joey) Allan Polege passed away on December 31, 2006 with the RSV virus at age 3½ at Children’s Hospital in Dallas, Texas.
Born July 7, 2003, Joey was always a cheerful young boy with lots of smiles all the time.
He had just started to learn to say a few words, including Mom, Grandma, Grandpa, Auntie and a few more, wrote his mother, Catina Polege.

"Joseph is in the arms of his Great Grandma now. He will be missed by all who knew him. Every day is a lonely day without him here on Earth with us. But we know that one day we will be there with him," she stated.

Our PWSA (USA) Bereavement Program is coordinated by volunteer Norma Rupe. We offer free bereavement materials for our members, along with envelopes for memorial donations. For more information please contact PWSA (USA).

Cindy Eloise Fankhauser

Cindy passed away peacefully in her sleep on December 7, 2006 in Grandview, Washington. Born in Salem, Oregon, Cindy spent her first 35 years in Richland, where she graduated from Richland High School in 1979.

Cindy loved everyone; especially the children she worked with and her nieces and nephews who adored her. Cindy loved spending time doing jigsaw puzzles and was proud of the many medals she won bowling in the Special Olympics. Cindy was loved and will be missed by many friends and family members whose lives were blessed by her servant heart, big smile, and infectious laughter.

Cindy was preceded in death by her father Ed and is survived by her mother Joanne; sister Carole Cox and brothers John Fankhauser and Don Fankhauser.

The family suggests memorial contributions be made to PWSA (USA) or the Bethany Presbyterian Church (201 Birch, Grandview, WA).

In Honor Of (continued from page 16)

The Capraro Family
William & Nancy Dvorak
Ryan Casey
Ray & Sharon Casey
Heather Hessel
Jason Castle
Bill & Judy Castle
Kimberly Chase
Richard & Barbara Chase
Parker Choney
Gabrielle Wohlman
Taylor Clark
Kym & Mark Salwasser
Butch Clinton
Carolyn Clark
Robert Keating
Gregory & Kathleen Papp
Pat & Ed Pelszynski
Jim & Regina Powers
Clint & Mary Speiser
Colleen Speiser
Christian Coates
Jim Martin
Teresa Bartoli
Jennifer Collom
Sally & Chet Collom
Jace Coltrane
Jay Hawk Pattern
James & Wava Van Becelaere
John Ross Comes
John & Susan Comes
Aidan P Condon
Victoria Condon
Kate Conry
Francis & Joan Hart
Madison Copeland
Franca Copeland
Gregory Cortellini
Bernice Falisi
Joseph & Susan Cortellini
Emily Costa
Ericka Good
Elizabeth Prochazka
Truman Crawford III
Lucille Crawford
Sarah Crespi
Dee Harmony
Brayden Crosson
Hutch Crosson
Dewayne & Barbara Falk
Hayden Crow
Joan Wolcott
Emily Rose Curran
Jacqueline Reid-Piscitelli
Patricia Hooker
Tanner Dean
Cathi Pena
Brooke DeTiege
Tom & Darlene Benoit
Germaine Deno
Ron & Debbie Kuchenberg
Sandra & Ken Schoen
Wayne & Barbara Wnuk
Ruth Zimmerman
Jessika Dickinson
John & Mary Ann Bellanti
Matt & Becky Reardon
Kaitlyn Disney
Hope & John Disney
Joan Hall
Betty Hyduke
Mary Rose Romagnano
Angela Ditta
Robert & Rhonda Muirhead
Riley Donavan
Bill & Jane Alexander
Brian & Liesl Roorda
Jack & Becky Sinkler

Tony Dorn
Leslie & Laurence Hall
Dan & Shirley Kealey
Jacob Douglass
James & Judith Austin
Gloria Fisher
The Dracup & Fuller Wedding
Jean Coombs
Jonathan & Amy Deex
Ann Durell
Lee & Jack Hancock
Joslyn Ecker
Renate Nelson
Pam Eisen
Barbara & Stephen Sude
Stephen Fabio
David & Judith Fabio
Erin Favret
Dolores McCullough
Frank & Christy Roylance
Charlene Whitley
Adam Fegley
Jim & Joni Gorman
Ashley Fender
Katherine Radaz
Tristen Ferdig
Mark Coatney
Gary Ferdig
Penny Robinson
Contributions In Memory Of

Lynn and Al Till
Jean Till
Tauna Abel
Louise Greenswag, R.N., Ph.D.
Paul Alterman
Betsy & David Baker
Beverly Caplan
Carla & Steven Cook
Jim & Sue Fuller
Philip & Selma Levin
Bernice Lipton
Doris Jane (DJ) Miller
Roberta & Warren Sirzyk
Mitchell & Stacey Kopelman
Roy Harold & Mable Meeks
The Shopping Center Group LLC
Bob & Adele Toltzis
Lauren M. Armento
Donald & Ann Armento
Kenneth R. Ayotte
Ronald & Eileen Ayotte
Sean Brown
Thomas & Rose Marie Brown
Jona Diana Weiss
David Burleigh
Ann Boucher
Lougene & Dave Burleigh
John Bussfield
Arlene Stratton
Garold M Butler
Merlin & Ranae Butler
Alice Cowley
Thomas & Mary Booth
Bruce Bornmann
Jean & Gerald Burns
Kimberly & Craig Chakos
Rosenmarie & Joseph Cole
William & Joan Cook
Gary Joseph
Margaret & Donald Kelly
Francis & Gwen McGroghan
Mark & Gwen Steiner
Margaret Witalec
Barbara Ceraolo
Russell Ceraolo
Stephen B. Dam
Sandrafane Schmidt
Renee Davis
James & Christa Davis
Christopher Democh
Mary Lagana
Joan Evans
Valerie & James Grabicki

Colleen Doherty
Dawn & Richard Castillo
David & Sharon Doherty
Cindy Malone
Cindy Fankhauser
Stephen & Patricia Cassidy
Mary Cox
Larry & Patty Dale
Joanne Fankhauser
Diane Pagan & Pauline Fowler
Marion Guthrie
Sarah Strait & Sylvia Littlefield
Kathy Ruble
Terry Stone
Bonnie Thompson
Marie Wegner
Merlin & Sandra Peck
Jeremy Girard
Peter & Gayle Girard
Dustin Glover
Paul & Sally Bradshaw
Lavon & Patricia Tadlock
Jill Goodman
Marion Goodman
Ann Gorey
Tom & Sue Roberts, Jr.
Mary Halter
John Halter
Bob Hartnett
Mike & Linda Hartnett
Dorothy Hatcher
Bill Black
Tom & Jennifer Christo
Jo & Floyd Hatcher
Ann Innsinga
Tom & Colleen Thomas
Dorothy Hester
George & Nadya Bailey
Candace Hungerford
Theresa Gesell
Elwin Ingalls
Mary Ingalls
Robert R. Jones
Sharon & Marion Kerr
Rose Jurczak
Eleanor Stepanik
Phillip Ray Keen
Elizabeth Sue Keen
Mary Anne Kramer
Eleanor & Richard Weiner
Jeff & Amy Willinsky
Gregory Kremer
Doris & Font Kremer

Patricia Lator
Tom, Bonnie & Kelly Jones
Lucille Levan
Curt & Marion Shacklett
LaToya Harvey
Eileen Straughan
Jeff Lipp
Fred & Patsy Lipp, Jr.
John Mandeville
Michele Siegfriedt
Ernest F. Marek
Alice Marek
Gertrude Marwedel
Tom & Sue Roberts, Jr.
Marie Massana
Tom & Sue Roberts, Jr.
Clyde Mays
Janet La Mont
Charles McCleary
Patrice McCleary
Gerald McLeod
Lynne & Ed Plazewski
Lawton Miller
Michael & Gina Lee
Bobbi Miller
Wm. Rhett Eleazer
Jim & Sue Fuller
Virginia Turner
Elizabeth M. Mohlar
Harry Freer III
Pauline Joseph
Joyce Knapp
Patricia Saker
Kathy Olson
Linda Zick
John Ostrich
Florence & Jerry Fox
Peter Paige
Kathleen & Ralph Paige
Vincent Perricone
Marcie Krempekl
Louis Persico
Kathleen & Louis Cillo
Stuart Pike
Margaret Bruynell & Bobbie Jarvis
Kenneth Raiger
Brian & Carol Harvey
Bill & Joni Martel
Grant & Nellie Raiger
Kerry & Kathy Remlinger
Scott Weaver
Gloria Wentling

Kathleen Ranberg
Chuck Ranberg
Max Ratliff
Kathleen Critchley
Joan Raulen
Marlin & Romelle Albertson
Marc & Frances Durre
John & Joan Jochums
Kendra & Todd Prentis
Tia and Kevin Rock
Robert & Margy Uphoff
Adam Romagnoli
Janaele & Allen Heinemann
Constance Lee Richards
Patricia Rupe-Smith
Jim & Debbie Duane
Richard Saathoff
Annette Baudo
Abdul W. Sajid
Cynthia Sajid
Sean T. Brown
William & Dolores Powers
Gladys V Short
Larry & Valerie Albaugh
Ernest Siegfriedt
Michele Siegfriedt
Michael H. Smith
Trudie & Stanley Smith
Skyler Smith
Carole & Joseph Smith
Herbert Sorkin
Nettie Secundy
Jana Lynn Spain
James & Kelly Berry
Stanley Stazewski
Janice Wagener
The Testa Family
Joseph Testa
Charles Trenacosta
James Trenacosta
Margaret Van Doran
Susan Froatz
Kathleen Howard
Maura & Kevin McLaughlin
Daniel & Tara Staller
Gene War
Kent & Jan Shacklett
Judy Whitley
Pieter Jan Bruggen/Anna Moorstin
Catherine Winslow
Winifred Paulsen
John & Carol Rapp

In Honor Of (continued from page 14)

The Fiske Family
Suzanne St. Onge
Jacob Fiske
Cheri Barbarow
Ross & Jane Dudley
Walter & Marge Foran
Philip & Janice Fracassini
Beth & John Garrison
Mike & Charlene Hanna
John & Lucille Marchese
Marta Peraza

Bill & Della Pratt
Walter Crowell
Jacob Ford
JoAnne Riley Barron
Elizabeth Barron
Rachel Forster
Sandra Forster
Brady Edward Fox 1st Birthday
Robert & Ruth Carey
Shawn & Nicole Fox

Peter Frazin
Jayne & Lawrence Frazin
David & Phyllis Jeffery
Emma Funk
Robert Funk
Phillip Fusco
Robert & Loray Carr
James Lewis, Jr.
Brooke Gabaldon
Emily & Paul Gabaldon

Kyle Gallagher
Robert and Claire Brown
Tyler Gatz
Carl Cantella
Oliver Maxx Golub
Michael Parker and Megan Rhyme

Due to space limits, listed are Major Benefactors, In Memory Of, and In Honor Of. More donations are listed in the Annual Report.
Contributions

Major Benefactors
($500 and more)

David & Janice Agarwal
Anthony Abbott
Scott & Deborah Arant
Donald & Ann Armento
Margaret & James Avent
JoAnne Riley Barron
Agnes Bennett
Mark & Joy Bitzer
Alan J. Bleser
Kathy & Ken Boehl
Charles & Margaret Bush
William & Tina Capraro, Jr.
Robert & Loray Carr
PWSA of Florida
PWSA of Michigan
PWSA of New Jersey
Prader-Willi Alliance of NY, Inc.
Prader-Willi Assoc. of Ohio
Chicago Community Foundation
Robert & Barbara Christenson
Bill & Connie Devitt
Shawn & Nicole Fox
Jim & Sue Fuller
Peter & Gayle Girard
Carol Goldstein
J.D. & Elise Hansard, Jr
Linda Hartigan
Karen & Tom Haug
Janalee & Allen Heinemann
Mary & Robert Hill
Thomas & Jessica Howard
Rick & Mary Ellen Huether
Peter Hupperich
Clint & Karla Hurdle
Louise & Clint Hurdle
Jay Hawk Pattern
Jefferson Pilot Financial
Josilyn’s Faith Foundation For
Prader-Willi Syndrome, Inc.
Rabbi Laurie Katz-Braun
David & Linda Kaugher
Kennedy Space Center Federal
CR Union
John & Bonnie Kraft
Robert Lebow, M.D.
Jeff & Jacki Lindstrom
Robert E. Lorenzini

Jean & Douglas Lowe
Sue & Paul Mahler
C. Preston & Chea McElheney
Aris & Gibson McMahon
Lora & Dave Mitchell
Karen & Charles Neff
O’Keefe Family Foundation
James Palmer
Michael & Donna Pappalagio
Bob & Margaret Parker
James & Susan Ragland
Chuck Ranberg
Joan & Charles Richardson
John & Carolyn Rodman
Brian & Janice Ruggles
Timothy Russell
Diane & Paul Ryan
Sandefur Schmidt
Schwab Fund for Charitable
Giving
Sedgwick Family Charitable
Trust
Diane & Robert Seely
Curt & Marion Shacklett
Michele & Troy Shingleton
John & Debbie Stallings
William Stege
William & Jennifer Stewart
Tasco
Alice & Peter Tenbeau
Jewish Community Foundation
The MHK Trust
The Perricone Family Charitable
Trust UAD
James Trentacosta
Tri-Mont Engineering Co.
United Way/ Johnson & Johnson
Susan Wagner
Jeffrey & Michelle Wallace
Lois & Steve Willett
Francis H. Williams
Gail & Wilson Williams
Paul & Amy Wissmann
Woodhaven Pharmacy
Allan Zalesky

Ian Adams
Lesley Pincus
Alex Agarwal
Avadh Agarwal
Nicholas Allen
Debbie Parker
Aaron Alsnauer
Judy & Dan Alsnauer
Ian Alton
Chester & Theresa Labus
Kandra Anderson
Nancy Henderson
Christophery & Tricia Kirkish
Stephanie & Nicole Appel
Charles & Ellen Alpaugh
William & Rosemarie Hepworth
June Varcoe
Ally Marie Arant
Scott & Deborah Arant
Jacob Arnold
Stephanie & Marc Arnold
Ashley Fender
Wayne & Karen Wendel
Jacob Askelson
Hammond’s Hallmark
Rebecca Baird
David & Ann Baird
Cliff & Mary Card
Mary & Carlo Cioffi
Deborah & Francis Gabriau
Patricia Gavin
John & Nancy Hogan
Mary Vattes
Stephanie Baker
Bob & Peggy Baker
Louise Bailer
Ellinor Bailer
Oliver Barrett
Prudence & Tom Nelson
Nicholas Baskin
Debi Isaac
Thom & Carole Parker
Michael Bebrin
Bob & Nancy Benigni
William & Rhonda Earle
Hannah Behnken
Ann & Jay Behnken
Gary & Sharon Seedorf
Peter Christopher Behringer
Chris & Nancy Behringer
Delfin & Sylvia Beltran
Robert & Alexandra Klas
Hunter Bennett
Agnes Bennett
Karen E. Bennett
William & Elizabeth Bennett
Noel Bensaid
Douglas & Wanda Terrell
Brandon Bernstein
Gerald Yass
Jack Bevacqua
Cathleen Hample
Kate Bianco
John & Carolyn Rodman
Kelly Bitzer
Mark & Joy Bitzer
Robert & Fern Bitzer
Tiffany Ann Blankenship
Tommy & Diane Blankenship
Sophia Iris Bolander
Mary St. John
Doreen Von Pless
Nolan Carl Bonk
Tim & Christine Applegate
Grace & Carl Bork
Donna Grifo-Johnson
Jace Bower
Laura & Kevin Bower
Erika Brenneisen
Miriam Brenneisen
Brenda Brenneman
Quinta Bontrager
Savannah Brice
George & Suzy Brice
Bob & Marilyn McDonough
Howard & Patty Rosenthal
Alfred & Kelly Salsamendi
Sandra Singleton
Delores Brindisi
Phillip & Teresa Petragnani
Isabella Burnham
Joanne DeYoung
Katie Burst-Lazarus
Susan Geisenhohn/Lazrus
Emily Bush
Charles & Margaret Bush
JoNell Caldwell
Michael Lipsey
Lea Caparo
Suzanne Burgess
Susan Cassidy
Paul & Alexis Colianni
Florence & Vincent Connelly
Vincent & Marcia Innocenti, Jr.
Adam N. Stillo

National Organization for Rare Disorders
2006 NATIONAL ORGANIZATION MEMBER

Prader-Willi syndrome (PWS) is a birth defect first identified in 1956 by Swiss doctors A. Prader, H. Willi, and A. Labhart. There are no known reasons for the genetic accident that causes this lifelong condition, which affects appetite, growth, metabolism, cognitive functioning and behavior. The Prader-Willi Syndrome Association (USA) was organized in 1975 to provide a resource for education and information about PWS and support for families and caregivers. PWSA (USA) is supported solely by memberships and tax-deductible contributions.
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